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RA Simulator and RA Advanced SkillTrainer  

Airway Head Spare Parts  

The airway for RA Simulator and RA Advanced SkillTrainer has been updated from July 2012. 
Pictures to help you identify whether your manikin has an old or new airway are shown at the end 
of this document.   

 New Airway Head Catalogue numbers 

The following catalogue numbers should be used for all manikins with a new airway head or 
manikins with an old airway head that have been upgraded with the new replacement airway.   

Catalogue number  Description  Comment 

150-11050 Airway Head Complete   Cat. No. remains the same but now includes the new airway 

310201 RA Wig  The same wig as other existing RA manikins 

150-12250 RA Sim Face Skin  New face skin for use with new airway only 

150-12150 Upper Airway Complete  New replacement airway (inc. cricoid structure and tongue) 

150-11650 Foam set RA Simulator    Compatible with new or old airway head  
 

Old Airway Head Catalogue numbers 

An inventory of the following catalogue numbers will be kept for at least five years.  

Catalogue number  Description  Comment 

150-11550 RASim Face Skin  For use with the old airway only  

150-11750 RA Sim Wig For use with the old airway only  

150-11850 Cricoid structure   (TPSS) For use with the old airway  only  

150-11650 Foam set RA Simulator    Compatible with new or old airway head  

150-12050 RASim Airway Upgrade Kit New replacement airway, face skin and wig  
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Frequently Asked Questions   

Q:  I want to buy spare parts for the RA Sim Airway Head/ RA Advanced SkillTrainer Airway Head how 
do I tell if I have an old or new one?     

A.  Whilst there are slight differences in the wig colouring and texture of the old and new face skins, the 
easiest way to distinguish between old and new is by rolling back the face skin and looking for the 
airway landmarks indicated in the pictures below:  

  Old Airway Head     New Airway Head   

  

Q:  I have an old airway head and the airway (Cat no: 150-11250) is torn what do I need to replace it?  

A. Replace with the RASim Airway Upgrade Kit (Cat no: 150-12050). Please note when the old airway is 
replaced with the new airway, the old wig and face skin must also be replaced as those parts are not 
compatible with the new airway. 

 Q. Only the face skin on the old RA Simulator airway head is torn what do I need to replace it?  

A: Order the old face skin (Cat no: 150-11550).  An inventory of this part will be kept for a minimum of 5 
years. 
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Q.  I need to replace the face skin on my RA Advanced SkillTrainer Airway Head, does it have different 
catalogue numbers to the RA Simulator?   

A: No. The RA Advanced SkillTrainer and RA Simulator now share the same replacement part catalogue 
numbers for both new and old airway heads as described above.  


